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Two government documents, "Goal's for Americans" and

"Toward Balanced Growth; Quantity, with Quality" (ED, 055 009),
together with previous documents; serve as the-informktiom source and
basis of this guide. The "Goals for Americans" -report, initiated by'
President Eisenhowerls'Commission ikp 1960, identified social
priorities in-terms of social problems. The "Toward Balanced Growth"

__. report, transmitted to President Nixon_in -1970 by the Natidnal.Goals
ResearCh Staff, -.focused on economic growth and its relationship to
and impact upon the quality of ;jife. The purpose of this paper; which
emphasizes quality of life and ,economic growth, is to show-how the
presidential reports May be gUidelines bi- educators to
introduce new ideas- into the claSsrooM helping teachers to make
the teaching of social sciencesimore -relevant and helping students to
develop a greater respect fOr -the political processes of American
licdiety. Following an, intrdduCtion which discusses the tvid:-
governmental reports in some deVl, the paper is arranged by seven
topics: Population Growth and Di tribution; Environment and Balanced
Economic Growth; Education; Basic Natural Science4Technology
Assessment; Consumerism; and Econbmic ChOide and Balanced Growth.
Under each topic a list is provided of classroom learning activities
which encourage students to use the problem solving approach toOard
dealing with social problems. (SdM)
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Preface

The author used two Presidential reports as a basis oethis paper.

One Presidential reportswas initiated by President Dwight D. Eisenhower's

Commission on Nationql Goals. Entitled-Goals for Americans, this report

identifies soc4aIcAriorities in terms of social probleMs. The other

Presidential report was initiated by President Richard M. Nixon's'Vational

Goals Research Staff and is entitled Toward Balanced Growth: Quantity

with Quality. The.topic of this report is economic growth-and its rein-

tionship4o the quality of life.

The subject matter of this paper is social priorityas a national

goal. It demonstrates how the cutting edge of 'knowledge is applied to the

formulation of _public policy, and how scientists, civic leaders, and poli-

tical leaders communicate with-each other for thepurpose of identlfying

national priorities and iscovering ways of ilicorporating these priorities

into our social system.

.In presenting the main ideas of.these Presidential reports- the

author made use of other governmental documents, such as reports on Con-

,,gressional hearings, through. which students will gain an insight into the

,drama of the p olitical process. The author attempted 'to build a bridge

between these documents and the curriculum by constructing sample classroom

activities for various grades.

. The political syStem in a democfatic society must be responsive to

the people's wishes and demands. Sometimes these demands are in conflict

and sometimes they are kanging due to changes in science, :technology, and.

value preferences. _To compromise between conflicting demands and to.accomr

modate the process of change, the U.S. Congress conducts hearings, and exec-

utive ddpartments form special councils and committees made up of scientists,

civic leaders, and politicil leaders.

This paper introduces some f the most important recent,documents

that demonstrate the interaction a mong scientific inquiry, value prefer-

ences, and the political processes. The American social, system is increas-

ingly under scrutiny to meet the multiple demands of the Variods interest

groups. This paper.attemptato reflect the dome of this political process.
111,1

It is hoped that the-paper-win-help teachers -make the teaching of

social sciences more relevant and help students to develop a greater respect

5 for the politiCal process of our society.

44.

Lawrence Senesh-
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Introduction

Americans have reached a milestone -in their national thinking,

isoiatO social problems have always been. discussed, but-their inter-
.

releaOnships were riot considered. Usually social probieMfliWe been

1.010g pied, with a goal that could be expresSed in!conventionalstatis-
-

iiicaj-measurements. lq*a goal, quality of life., ,has been identified.

Ai yetthere are-no-conventional measurements for this goal,

the nation is developing neWhOrizOna. x4 ii very important that

spOols take notice and introduce themitto the curriculum: For the

fiffattiim-4-the schools have.been-encouriiged.by the governMent to recog-
,

valid- that is near td the heart of young peoPle.. This is,

Mate Search for quality of life.. Organizing .a curriculum around the

quality of life could become moat meaningful for our-public schools,

. .Tbese questions of "What is quality of-iike?

,growth ,for?" may Open new vistas in the classroom.

! On ju1y'4, 1-970 the National GoalaResearch Staff of the feihite

HoLde transmitted to the President of the'United States a report entitled:

Toigard BalancedGrowth: Quantity with Qbality.. The report brdake a.new

pa0 -by identifying and appraising the Social goals of our nation: -

I4.teaci of seeing-every public'decision'iliisoIation,the7report helps 'us

to!discpver the interrelatednetsfthe multitudes of programs and deci=

'sidni that individuals, businesses,,governuients are making. The

report enlarges our horizon. Instead of. stressing the immediacy of the

isaues, it attempts to show how- issues relate -to eachother at any one

time and 'lbw decisions of today relate to- decisions Of the future. !The

report shifts the'emphatis from isolated short-run programs to long7range

policies. .

The 'report helps us to discover that economic grovtn, in terms of

producing more and More goods, is an inadequate Measure.
,

of-welfare if the

otts of groWth that society must bear are not considered. The report-in-
.

vitas us to see our Society-as-a bystemcwhere the thousands of parts

. ,

intricately relate- to each other, Toward Balanced Growth warns ms-that

if this interrelatednesd is' not. recognized, socially undesired outcomes

may result, causing serious damage to the intricz4e mechanism. -of our

social system. _

Thedocumentendeurages citizens toparticip'ate-inthe democratic

society by- identifying the goals they expect from the:economic, political
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and cultural systems. To acqatre "system awareness," citizen might look

on the social system as a emisitive mobil et with each azatia sub-!arm
.,

representing.a social prioritp, The length oft the arm kepresents the

intensity of the priority. The length :and tae shaPe, o f the'arit affect:

the lengths and the shapes of the other arms, ad ther ntticate balance,
i

of - the entire Mobile.
r .. .

,

In mach- the same way the'bocial pribrities o 200 i11ion people

form an intricate balance. This' balance of the so al priorities is

yt-echnology, new social,dynamic one., With the development of Scienae. araT

priorities emetge. !With; the ;hanging values and/power reiationshipd, the,

priorities among the existing social goals shiçL All these changes affedt
-

the balance among priorities4 and the social sysitem- seeks ;a. new :,aciya14:1)-4tism.

0e,rep9rt o'sf the President liv staff shi'ves as -a warni.tlig' to the
.

thOhgb540.7a7blidadTiats 'engaged in busineW and id-yarn-tient tidge ,thete 'I
,,- e , r-- -'\-

, "
7

contributions not on their own merits hailOn how their contribationa affect
7

the rest of society.

'/
c ;

Oar -highway_ engineers may huilOithe - hest highways in the. -world, but ,

in their 1

enthusiasm they-.may jeopardiZe the health and lives of'itIllions of
-,

citizens; and, destroy the beauty ofAhe chantryside: .
7

!

Oat corps of engineers rmiyAmild the :greatest dams in the world, but
A , ,

-....

in their efforts they may forrp the side effecta;of their/'worki They may

flood beautiful countrysides Od jeopardize the fish life 'hi' our riVers, and.

lbx using the water, for irrigation may aggravate the problem of agricultural

surpluses., .
,'J'

4;
.

Our engineers may build the largest and: fastest machines, which eat

up taw materials' and iarn'out manufactured goods at an ever faster ,rate, but
;

in' their 'preoccupation to produce more ip.a shorter time they forget that

with eery ton' ofo aoods a ton of "bads is also produced. Their "efficiency"

- may contribute to, air, water, and noise pollution. Tadostrial activities

also lead to d*f eating -urbanization -and more 'unequal distribution c,kf port

I
lation. ' The population tends to move, t& the highly cagcenttated. indpstrial-

-./ . .

.
.. -

ized. areas, :deserting-the rest of the country. '
.

c-
,-.

report can also serve as a guideline 'to OdUcators. It may hel
i;

to bail,' a, new, social science darticulumi without the" high walla .separtiti g.
,

the various academic disciplines today., This paper may help, to...devdop .11,,

social science curriculum that will introduce our Society AS a- goal-orietited/

sys,tem..
.. /

7'
...-

.. . 2- /
.
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Their ort can'dp these things if it becoikes,known. to citizens,
k

specialists, policy makers, end educators., Past experiendes have shOwn

that many, significant government documents prepared-by,:leading scholars,
,

of 'our society rnevemake a ripple in our thinkln&becaus&they'have not

been readorUcause no. one has cared enough tochannel theSe ideas into

the commoh'stream of knowledge." The purpose of -this papar.ii to show how

this government document, together witb,some43revidua ones, pay-be used

as stepping stones by educators to introduce new ideas into the classroom.

-.....The.Aterican social system :is, an eiciting systdt, It' has been'

search ?ng for goals since the birth of but nation.. TheSe goals have

lifted our sights.- Alfred North. Whitehead saidi :"The.yigor-of civi-

lized soitietiea is'preserved by the witlespiead sense that high aits'are

Worthwhile. Vigbrous societies. harbor a certain extravagance of objec-

tives' so that men wander beyond *lieste provision of- persOnal,grAtifi-
,,

cat-di-lit" These high aims:were eloquently expresiedin the DeilaiatiOn

.--of 'Independence 'WO' yeart-a-got-"Welfold-these truths-to-be-s-elf evi--

dent: that all ten are created :equal, 'that tiley, are,' endowed 'by their

Creator with certain: inalienable. ..rights) that among theSe'are life,

liberty and thaiurSuitof happiness,'that to,secure,these rights, gov-

ernments are instituted'among ten deriving their just powerstIrom the

consent Of the goVerned.". The preamble to the Constitution nottitted

our nation, to thd belief that man is ',basicailygood and can be directed'.

toward highen-and nobler aims., This idea' is in contrast with the ideas

'of those who believe, that human nature cannot be trusted, that ten are

notnouchbetter than beasts,, that they,ate selfish jealous. creatures,

and that they think only .,of themaelyes.

The idea expressed- in the Uetlaration .of Independence _identified a

noble goWfOr_Our social Systen000'years ago'. Many of.ut laie wanted

to liVe up to it ever since. Americans who have fought for.public

cation,:against discrimination, io'r fret ittigration, against poverty, or
religiousreedom, against child labor,, for labor ,,unions,, against big bUsi-

ness, for a better.pnvirontentall these Americana have been -'helping to

translite thd-American-goals of "life, liberty,.anethepursuit of .happi-

ness" into reality.

The #unders of our nation were innovators. They dratatized their

faith and purpose in the Latin phrage which appears on the great seal of

the United States: "Novus Ordo Seclaruw-a new order for new ages."- Our

society measures men's actions against the ideas expressed-in-the-Bill:of
.
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nights. Since the Declaration of independence, national goals have been

designed and redesigned , many times. The inaugural and farewell messages

of the Presidents and the -State of the Union messages are air outward ma-
,

feitations of the American desire to identify goals .for, our eeonomic, 'polit-

'Leal, and cultural system.

During tlie'Great. Depression, President' Tranklia 1),,lano Roosevelt

identified, new goalsfot our .economic system; The United States Cenitess

passed the Employment Act of 1946. it co=mmitted governmenE 6 a public

policy of enough economic growth to 'assure jobs for:an inOreasing popula-

tion and, for thoSe-d.Isplaced by-'technology. The Employment Act of 1946

made the economic ,system a geaip-Oiented system for full employment.

Goals for haericans: z Higher Standard' of .

In.196o President Dwight D... Eisenhower established. 4 pactim.i.nal.on on

National Goals. The purpose of this Cetamission was to develop a broad out-
__

line of coordinated at =onal poWiciea and -programs and to set up, a series

of ,goals in Various iational activities. The report,. Goals for: Americans,

made an important co tribution by identifying programs for the nation, At

home and abroad, in he major areas of human-endeavor. it failed to coord-

inate the different *programs into one major, unified system in which the

interaction of the-various, recommended 'programa-could be measured. That

is the -Eisenhower report, through its prograreApproach, did 11.o .show any

interrelationships among the various prograUla there is no. unified goal

for the whole 'system, and each ptograi is Considered in Isolation. The

Nixon repoit, hoWever, attempts: ta.conaler the social system-TIE-large.

Nevertheless,- the fitst report could- have served as a guideline for 4

problem-oriented social science curriculum.

ton November 165:1060. the President's 'Commission oniNational Goals

_identified social pr Orities for tile

.

( is How can our society create an economic; political,

and cultural environment in ,hich ,each individual may

develop his or her dapabilities7and everyone may enjoy

equal opportunity?

2.. How can our SocietY provide economic opportunity and

full palitical perticipatiOn for everyone, regatdleas

-' of race,
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How can -our society assure freedom for everyone

in such a way that. one.does not abridge the freed0m,

of.others?

4. hot; "Can our society establish -an educational

system that meets the educational needs

'our yOung population in an increasingly complex

' rworld? .
e

5. how, can our educational system proVide increasing

scientific and technological competence so as te5
,---

increase -our Standard of living and military

strength?

-6. how can our educational system` Strengthen our

nompetere in arts and humanities?

7-. how the income of-the --,AMerican- farrier -be increased

withOutli creating burdensome surpluses? .
.

8. HOW can\ the welfare'of tk.4agerican people be in
ia terms Of\better h using and -living

conditions? .

9. HOW can Or social system assu e adequate health

and medical Care. tor all Akeric

1 . Now can our society prevent. crim _land control

juvenile delinquency?

J.I. how can (!ur nation protect and promote the welfare

of the -free world?

3,2: how can the free world help the people. in under,
developed 'areas to increase their standard of

1

13. Tibet can the 'world's free nations do to control

the 'armaMents race and still establish peace?

14. how can the United States and the reit, of the
World strengthen, the prestige of the United

o .

Nations?
.

15. how can the social 'system of our government be
proved to support the goals, of this nation at home

and .abroad?
that ate-

holders in a free society -by,, identifying themselves with these Social issues.

, tr.

i'

-o
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A useful method of study is the Probler-1 approach, the ,steps of
,, - --.

, 'which are: l) study -the symptoms of the problem; 2) define the problem;
,

3) determine.. its aspeetsOrsCOpe; 4) deferminethe causes; 5) ftnd solu-

tions.

-
_

Classroom--Ideas: tor Teachers

Teachers may,take any of hose' problem?, such as poverty,. and guide

the,students through the v,rionssteps of-the problem, approach including

sytptoms, definition: schpe,.ciuses, and:Solutions. The'elassro-tim.tay

. study the rlalLMass,"Of the Problet, that is, the outward" manifestation of
e ,

poverty: dilapidated housing, neglw,ted neighborhoods, ill7fed.children,

etc.,

After the student's have, observed,theTroblem, the class may stndy.

why a nation should be concerned about.a social probleii. -Some stUdents

may study the economics of poverty;olthers may study .the poli sptiefiof Po.,1

,

,
- erty; while still others may study, the culture Of:poverty, the sociology

1.
of poverty', or the ethics, of _poverty. Now the class is ready to define

the problem of poverty inaterts of the conflict between our societal con-
.

cern and existing institutions:" how can our society *Are a decent, income

sand livelihood for all the people of this country commensurate with our,

scientific and technologicallmow,how?

They class then will study the'scopeoethe problem. Here the stu-

dents will learn the, upi.ofstatistical data as. a measurement of -the social

problem. ,They will collect information on, Income distribution of,the

United states, on health conditions, nutritional standards,,unenployment,

and statistical data whieh,torrelate broken, homes and low Income:,

. The Class then may use =the of the arrytical toils 'of social stienr

tis to'studythe causes pf the problem. At\this point the students and

tee, er are learning sociaitleorY.\\They-are applying, ti);eory'to-soelal_
.,

altna4ions instead of presenting theOry without any relatedness to'reality..

Finally, the studeft6 may studs' existing private and public folicies

ap4 proposed private and public measures to offer solutions to the problem.

-Srudents will investigate what individuals, Volunteer groups, and the gov-

. mptent can doorr local, state; and federal levels to- cope with the*probleM

Of poverty. The,class.should.reme4er that ho social problem can be studied

xt 4-0I-Iiien---fttmire-regt:ef-Oe,8641-dykatemss. so it-it itPortantthat

students should be able to discover- how priVate and public Policy affect

the other sub- systems.-of the social system. For example, guaranteed annual
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income may affect the in'tiative of the families to accept work; lowering

the tetlrement age,as a mode of giving more.chpnees"to young people may '

affect the rete of economic grOwthaf_this country and the rate of pmpula-
.

tiOu increase.

.

922AltoLAmerleartaUt Life

,

The report,,',Toward Balanced Growth: Quantity, with Quality, takes a

ifast step forward. The report, identifies one of thle most significant

_uational goals--econotic grewth. Then it, asks: Can 'we afford to be so
. -

Single-minded with our preoccupation with a 'higher standard of living with-

,

out considering the quality of life.? The report attempts to investigate

.
,the intetrelationsffip-betWeen our effort to increase our industrial. pro-

.duCtion on the} one band and the' quality of on the - other. "Quality" of

Life" is never clearly defined-in the report but is mentioned as a new

priority_in:contront te.the old, priority of perpetual satisfaction-of the

T"
appetltefot material goods: The new-priority demands:that a part of our

resources be.conterved and shifted t'a the improvelent of-the environment.

The report of the-yational Goaig Resea.rch StaffJooks upon the

social system .as a vast goal-oriented: system in relates

to everything,eisef The report begina with the introductory statement of

F.-Moynihan, Counsellor to the President,-in which he indicates

the necessity of taking, the- broad system outlook.', This has been brought

about by tiaiik forces:

1. It has been hrought'ahout by the restlessness of the

American peoplesearchingfivEhe achievement of

larger and larger-goals.' We .need mare knowledge of

the forces that promote the 'goals and-haw they re-
:

late to other goals.,

2. It has been brqught abotit by our advance's in tech-

'nology,:which havd enabled us to aceolplish.many

tasks, but in the process of accomplishing the task

we have, neglected others., By satisfying' one' we' paid

dearly, for another The accomplishment of,one task
e

does not.impress-us The-ianding on the

boon dartot set off any great-cycle Of national

self-congratulation. Many people wondered- w it is

that we van land on the Jima, but .tie ci'ifiot clean u

\
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the mess in our cities.

necessity of taking the system outlook was brought

about_ by the recognition of some of the unexpected out-

comes of seemingly isolated government programs.- For ex-

ample, in the course of getting the youth into the army

at the lowest cost, the Selective Service System had a

profound influence on the. National youth' policy. The

draft meant that youth of- higher" social status were in

considerable measure eXcUsed"from fighting in a difficult

and dangerous war.

4. We need the vision of the system outlook because of our

- great opportunity for incorporating new priorities into

our social system. It is estimated that our Grose

National Product (0?) will Increase by 500 bil3lon-dol-

lard in the nextiten years. Thig'increase alone is

greater. than the. entire growth of the American economy

from 1790 to 1950. This high rate of economic growth

gives ai opportunity to shift our preference from produc.,

ing more and more goods to -the.demand for new and better

services which will better the' quality of life. We are

'slimly discovering that the'desire for more and more

goods has caused us to neglect our environment and our

human relationships and to have left many peoples and

regions behind. In the ppacess of striving for

vidual achievement we have neglected a large segment of

the American population not participating in the competi-

tive system due- to subcultural differences, discrimina-

tion, or both. By promoting individual needs and the

accumulation of private wealth, we have neglected our

public needs-tansportation, housing, health, educe-
..,,r r

tion, and our cultural needs in the creative arts. The

private sectot cannot satisfy these needs.

5. The* need for the system outlook was brought about by the

enormous complexity of our social System. Sdience and

technology today'can create such vast dislocations, hard-

ShiA, and threatS to our` civilization that we cannot

afford surprises. We must anticipate chaoges.i
A
nstead of

being surprised by them. We need a corps of well-trained

1 ,

L
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specialized civil servants 'mho are competent in using

the nation's goals as a basis for projected future

trends, necessary'to master the process of Change.
--;*)

If the identification of the national goals and the

Projection of future trends are clearly stated, the

American people can be involved in the dialogue of

-formulating the nation's goals and can observe the

-achievements of the government in accomplishing these

goals!'"'The more efficiently the_government,can com-

bunicate the social goals of the nation, the greater
. -

and more effective will be the political participa-

tion of the people.

6. The system awareness may also create discontent with

the present national trends and goals and spur the

people and the policy makers tO'redeline the goals

of our system. I

The Employment Act of 1946 set forth the national gogl of promoting

"maximum employment, ProduCtioni-and purchasing power," But as years

passed, we discovered thatthe Act did not help Blacks and the young work-

ers. The unemployment of Blacks and youth rose, and this condition gen-

erated social unrest. So to achieve this national goals, the Economic

Opportunity Act of 1964 was passed. The Act went beyOnd the "maximizing

standards" of the earlier legislation. The Act proelaild that its pur-

pose was to "eliminate the paradox of poverty in the midst of plenty in

this nation..." The Economic Opportunity_Act of 19.644. complementing. the
Employment Act of 1946, broadened the nation's goal by inviting a segment

of- the population into the labor market which -otherwise had not been in=

eluded.

The theme of the 1970 report,,Toward 'Balanced Growth, is economic

growth and its impact upon the quality of life. This introduces a new

goal, the quality of life. The report investigates'how this/new goal can

be coordinated with the desire for a higher standard of living.: This new

goal challenges the goal set by the Employment Act of 1946"and,the Eco-

nomic Opportunity Act of 1964. We are not satisfied with full employment

_alone: we want an environment that offers jobs, but one that compleMents

this economic existence with health and beauty, one that enhances man's

desire-for these goals:
ti
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"We grew geographically, as we stretched across
a ,continent and tamed the West. We grew in popula
tion, as hopefOr,.a better life drew millions across
the ocean. We grew .in wealth, as our farms became
more productive and as the special. American genius
for organizatioredevised ever more effective means
of producing and'distributing an ever wider array of

'.increasingly sophisticated goods.- We grew in
strength as we lesponded to the call of our-beleaguered A

.allies in two lqrld wars, and as we finiitly found
_ourselves, without having sought it, iniA position
of world leadership. We grew in understanding; as
more Of our people. acquired the benefits of more edu-
cation. We grew in our scientific and technological
capabilities, in the reach and complexity of our
social institutions, in our level of social awareness
and concern, in the excellence of Our arts and cul-
ture, and in our- knowledge of the forces of nature.

But increasingly, -we have become aware that
growth is not enough. We haveLbedome alarmed at the
threats to our envirowlent posed by industrial and
technological progress. We have developed a newNand
acute awareness that the quality of life cannot be.
measured in quantitative terms."

The 1970 report discusses economic growth and its relationship `to

the various aspects of American society. It discusses population-and how

economic growth affected its growth and distribution. It discusses the

environment and how the_ emphasis shifted from the problem-of,our produc-

ing food, energy, and materials to the problem-of absorbing waste.

discusses education and how education may serve to improve man's sensi-

tivity toward his environment. If discusses-the batic:natural sciences
. .

and how suspicion grew against. them, -because of their abuse and the con",

.quest of nature. It discusses'technology and how an awareness developed

of assessing its impact, not only in terms of the benefits` but also in

nd paradoxi-
.-c

the consumer

asehis-Ohoices

terms of'the costs'to society. It discusses consumerism

cally, increasing consumer choices limited the freedom o

because of the inadequate information on which he could

Classroom Ideds for Teacher's - 4

The introductory statement of Counsellor'Moyni an opens the oppor-

tunity for curriculum-builders"- to teach the folloWinvideas:

N1'WHAT IS A SYSTEM? 1.

1. To help students understand the meaning of systems, the

teacher can ask the class to name those combinations of

-10-
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things that are commonly referred to as systems. After-

ward, the-teacher should list on the chalkboard the

students' discoveries, which could. include the following:
._..---

telephone,sygtem, sewage system, transportation system,

system, court syStem, housing system.
.

-.-I0 help. students understand that a system is the inter,-

action of two or more parts, the teacher should ask them

to identify the things (systems) in the classroom that

have parts working together to "get something done."

Answers, which the teacher may write on 'the chalkboard,

could include such things-as the,Rencil sharpener, a pair

of scissors, a light bulb, a door lock. After discussing
. (--

various classroom objects the teachers might suggest

_looking upon the class itself as a system. What are its
1

parts? (Boys and giris ,--students intetacting through

4 rading ideas to become more educated.) Holi-about a stu-

dent? Is-he a system? Yes, he is a system with inter-
1

acting. parts. The brain has the ideas and the heart,.

liver, arms, and legs,work together to -1fill-these

- ideas. 1

1

3. To help studentS-nnderstand- that there ae many, many

systems--some with goals, some without gals--the students)

may be divided-into three committees. 04 committee will .

..-

work to find systems in the-home or withinthe family.,

Examples are father, mother; children, fam4y, heating
%

-.....

system with therthostat, electric efrigerator, (goal-
_

-oriented); water, sewing machine, plumbing,. -(non--Toal-
I

oriented) . Committee numbertwo can list a14 of the sys-

tems located in the city (e.g., water-.PyStem,isewage sysl.

tem, fire protection-system-, political-or governmental
-

system, a business, (e.g., one store)'., identified as an

economic skstem). Committee three can list systems on

the national level (e.g., the 'Federal Government, the

highway system; defense sYsrem, court syStem, banking'

system, social security system,-river system, national

park system).. Each committee can report on how all of

the systems are made up of many parts.and- how the parts

work together. The children- can also explain who
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created the systems, pointing out that some systems

-have been created by man and others have been 'created

by nature.
?ma"'

The children can also identify the different kinds

of than-made systems. Some systems can be identified as

mechanical systems. Others can be identified as social

systems, which have been created to help people work

together to make a living, to better their relationships

with other ,people, to help people achieve greater security,

independence, and happiness. Man has also modified natural

systems, for example, by draining swamps or stocking

streams with fish. Thecommittees can also report on how

the job of most of these systems is to have the parts work

together to accomplish some task.

This. committee shouldemphasize that sometimes the

working together of the parts of a system (or sub-systems)

16 not a smooth process. For example, if the city/is

considered as a system, it is very difficult'to make the

different sub-systems, such as the highway depOtment,

the park department, and the zoning board, work together

for a common goal. The greatest diffftulty is that they

may not even agree on the common val. _Similar difficul-

ties may in the family when some members may want

to go "their own way.' The children should discover that

some systems are not goal-directed systems. (For example,

the 'river system is not a system to assure a water supply

for man or to- assure a water level tfiat'will not change.)

WHAT IS ECONOMIC GROWTH?

The class may discuss the meaning of economic growth,.

and how to measure economic growth, In terms of the value

of goods and services and in terms of income and employment.

With the help of the Statistical Abstract, students may

prepare a chart showing the development of the Gross

National Product in constant dollars since 1776.

WHAT IS THE QUALITY OF LIFE?

Students will discuss the bethefitS that an- increasing GrOSS

National Product has brought to individual families "and to

4
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society. The students May discuss whether they think that

the quality of.life is better today than ten, twenty, or

fifty year ago. The teacher may have the students com-

pare.the art works '=of -some-early landscape painters, such

aslHomer, Moran, Cole, and Church, to photographs of. the

same areas as they exist today; Students may also, read.some

of the poetry describing the4omantic period-and-see if

they can write about toda3i.in the romantic style.. Studentd

*lay be divided into, two groups: One group is bade:up of

those_wllo feel that the-qualitY of life has improved', .and'

the other group of those who feel differently. Each group

will Select a leader to debate whether the, quality Of life

has improved or deteriorated in.the last fifty years.- "After

the debate, the class realigns Each Student who

shifted his allegiance will eoptplain,the reason for Ls
.

change. Reasons for change may-be More information, clarifi-

'cation of definition, or changed values.

WHAT SOCIAL TREpmsliNbwE Ig*SES OR DECREASES IN THE QUALITY

OF AMERICAN LIFE?

StUdenta should check the following ihdicatorsand discuss

_their differeles concerning the, definition of the-meaning

Offlquality of life":

Social Trends (=Indicators)

1. Government expenditures on
human resource development

2 Government expenditdres on
housing and development

3. Government expenditures on
highways

Government expenditures on
local parks and recreation

5._Divorce rate per 100

. Expenditures on admiSsions
to the theater and opera

7. Juvenile delinquency cases

8. Crime rates

Increases

In Quality
(Ups)

Decreases
in Quality
(Downs)

3

Students may fill out this check list.

and use it as a basis to demonStrate.

3

hequality of life, discuss' various

dues, and arrive at sound com-

-13-
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0

12, Per capita personal 'con-
sumption expenditures

13. Number of rehabilitated

-:----"---

Labor force participation
rates for children

_Social Trends {(Indicator's)

9. COstof maintaining personal
and household posses4ons

10. Life expectancy

11. Expenditures per student
in elementaiy and seccndary-
schools

15. ConsUmer expenditures for
books and maps

16. Industry proVides the same
goods of many different
varieties

17. Government subsidizes.oil--
producers

18. Atomic power plant in Vermont
"cancelled,

19. GNP increased by $10 billion

Increases,'

in Quality
(Ups)

'Decreases

in .Quality

(Downs)

WHAT ISA GOAL-ORIENTED SYSTEM?

Students may study the follOwing Social problems using the steps

of the-problem approach.- The probleE approach', again, involves

studying thmptoMs, determining the Cluses, and,,finally, finding

solutiona to the Problem. The attempt to 'bring about a solution

then becomes the

How can our nation guide the social systeM to give more rid=

for quality, of life? To help young .people understand the different

meanings of quality of life, students may draw pictures abbut the

dream to live a better life. Students may/draw a picture of the man

of the future. Is he Pdeprived of such qualities of life as physiCal

exercise, breathing fresh air, drinking fresh water?

-14-
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Planning for the Future and the Quality of Like

The class may be divided intofive committees to discuss how each,-

of the following affect the environment:

1. Population growth and mdveient.
2.'Scientific development.
3. Technology.
4. Education..

5. Consumer's behaVior.

Each committee member should;;sPecialiiel in depth, in,his,com-
. -7

Mittee's area. After the class5has studied the areas, one by one,- each-

committee should areativelY1Sumplatize the fundamental ideas of each area,
--q

POPULATION GROWTH AND-.DISTRIBUTION

The naturebf.the population ,problem is different Ina highly. industfdal-

ized country like the United-States than it is in an underdeveloped countr

like India.f.The people in the V.' S.'enjoy the highest standard of living,

and the nutritional standards of the'Atericanpeople are amongthe highest
_

in the world. The, density of, the populatihn in the U: S..is much lesa than

the density of the population in'other industrialized countries. The-

density of ,the populatihn in,the'U. S. iS about -20 persons per kilometer,
.1t .

)while in t)ermany the United KiadOm, and smile other European countries

4' s over."-230 persons per kilometer.- It is true that,indhstry in the-

United tates is a glutton for -natural. resources, but experts' have recently

said tha h- esource shortages that have been predicted af-d highly exagger:

ated. Also, it has,been predicted thatthe rate of population growth Will,

increase, causing a decrease iri the standardof living in this country. But

the statistical evidence and _recent ,populatioitprojectioris_for theluture

rule out this pessitdstic outlook.

What then is the nature of the population problet in the United

States? The report says that the nature of the population problem, relates

directly to -industrialization. -American industry did not growhaphazardly/
ye

in this country; factories cannot be built everywhere. Factories are built

where transportation is available for shipping and to, bring together/raw

material, labor,. and toola. These area in-the United StateslOrCbeen

limited to the Northea'st, the Great Lakes region, and the western and-

:southern coast lines. This is where" the. big manufactUringplants.lants, haVe been

erected. These are the areas attracting more of the/p6Oulation. These are

the areas with-the largest cities and where tOsjcoriurbationhas occurred.

-15- .04
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The population problem created-by economic growth in the United States

is not an ever, increasing number of people -but the.increasing concentre-
/

tion of population' within small areas'. (Figure 1) ,

Today, r2 metropolitan areas represent IC percent ofd th'e total lend

area and contain 70,percent of the II; S.-pophiation. Iarge.concentratione

Of people cause serious d3sequilibriuminthesystem, creating- ir pollu-

tion, water pollution, noise pollution, traffiC JaMS, burdensome turnpikes,

waste dispos4problems; and depressed and deSolate areas in other parts of

the country./ Where do all these people come from ?` Many come from the rural

areas of the United' States, farmers who have been depriled of their Iivelt-

hodd thrOUgh mechanization, or sawn farMers

moderni*ed farmi4 operations. "Accprdineto

located Mostly inithezenter of the country,

tillable to Compete with the huge,

the report; 506-Counties,

are losing- population. Over,

the-past ten years the total populations of three rural states, North Dakota,

South Dakota, and Wyothingi have actually declined.

A large number'-of rural *Migrants move to the largetmetropolitan

areas, completely unadapted to city life. They become. the,displaced persons

of America. Such_a_social environment is a "hotbed-for all kinds of tensions-

ethnic and racial prejudices, crime, poverty, and drug addictiOn. Abe

problem is aggravated by urban sprawl, which swallows up the green, areas so

necessary for human survival. Wha can he done in the United. States td,

assure an optimum size and distribution of the population?

Immigration.

,Many people moving to American cities today are foreign *Migrants.

A country with as vast an Areaas the United States once-lacked people to

cultivate the land and to work in the factories, Sp, there was an Open Door

Policy to encourage immigration. Steamship companies and-othergrOups

profiting from immigration saw.to it that the advantages. of coming, to the

U. S. were advertised. But then, in the 1880s,,some groups beganto feel

that the new immigrants were :not as good as the .,old immigrants.-,The

political climate was such that the government felt something should be

done to preserve the economic adVantages of the country for the descendents

of the early arrivals. In 1882 racial troubles flared- between-white workers

and theChinese immigrants who came here to-help build the railroads. The

governMent reacted by passing, the Chinese acclusion'Act. In 1885, under

the pressure of organized labor, the Alien Contract Labor Attwas passed.

-16- '
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This Act forbade the entrance of foreign. work rs under contract., The:law

'intended to prevent tmployers from-breaking strikes and undercutting wages
.

by using cheap labor frot foreigntountries. Step by step, ,governmerit

policy shifted fromstimulating immigrants to-discoUragingihet. In 1921,

the U. S. Government introduced a quota systat:

Even -with itmigration limitations it is estimated that in 1975 more'

than 70 Percent of the net inflow of migrants into metropolitan areas will

be foreign immigrants: So, many People feel that immigration must be a key

component of the future population polity.

Birth ,Control

When. this country was young and' Costly rural, raising large families

Was,Ancouraged: A large family owthe farm was an asset; sons s-rissured

steady labor with little or ixivage payments, and children insured old-

age security for 'the ioneer community. With industrialization children

of poor famines became an,increasing liability, as more and more people moved

to cities and as more and mare-children were,brougV up in the slums and

ghettds. A heated' controversy started in America' tmunithope who promoted

birth control and those who opposed it. As early as 1832 Charles 16owlton

wrote a birth control pamphlet,---"Fruits of Philosophy, or-the Rrivate Com-

panion of YOUng Harried People"-:,-promoting the use of contraceptives. and

other methods of birth control. the book .was confiscated asnoffense against

public morality and InOwlton was imprisoned", -

In 1873, the ComstOck taw.wad passed to suppress the circulation of

obscene literature. Books or -pamphlets.on birth control -were considered_

obscene. In 1916, Margaret Sanger advocated birth control clinics,'Ter

idea was that birth control was an inalienable human right. The government

was alWays cautious concerni g birth control. There was little popular

support for birth control.'

In 1958, President Eisenhower said, "This goverritent will not.,. Lib

long as Ismherehave-a ositive-political doctrine in its program that has

to do'with the Problet,o birth control, .This is not our business."'

yinally, in 1961-President Kennedy; in a special message, talked

about the staggering problem of'the'population explosion in underdevelOped

countries. Then, in 1966 President"Johnson moved'to,open endorsement for

federally funded'birth control programs. He said, "We have a growing con

ctrn-to foster the integrity of the family and the opportunity for each
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child. .it is, essential that families have access to, information and services

that will allot.; free0am to choose the' number and spacing df their ehildren

within the didtatesef-individual conscience."

In the first Presidential message to Congress on'populationli4-1969,

.President Nixon said,."Wheri'will the next one hundred million Americans

live? How will we house them? What of our natural resources and the

quality of our environment?- Dow- can we assist American families to have

no more children than they wish to have?"

Zn recentyears the people of the U. S. haVe been increasingly accept-,
0

ing the idea that the individual should` have freedom:Of-Choice concerning

bith control. .Taday privaterorganiiations'and the goVernment encourage

family planning programs,. more effectiVe information.systems,;:liberali2a-.

tion of abortion lags. and Changing-individual andIeocial attitudes through-.

education and proper medical care. -

Current political debates discuss:. the possiWity of formulating

government palicies'to discourage large families through tax laws," health

Insurance, and coercion. Same advocates of enforced sterilization say:

that having children should'not bean inalienable right 0 the individual:

There is an increasing movement today, started by Young people, called Zero,

Population Growth. The purpose of this campaign
,

is to reduce U. S. population,

growth to, zero.

The drive to stop populatiorftrawth encounters resistance from'

Several quarters and for diffetenereasonk.%-Some-oppose contraceptives

and on religious aid moral grounds. Some militants se the whites'
, .

advocacy-of birth control centers for the poor as an attempt to eradicate

the Blacks and the pOot -populations, rather,than meet their needs.- And so

the dialogue continues:

Distribution of Population

In 1969 the National governor's Conference resolved to petition

the Congress to adopt a national Policy of "enhancement and distribution

of opportunity" in the, country. The Conference asked the4overnment to

provide a public policy with incentives for a more even distribution of

popullation, thereby alleviating the growing frustration occurring in over-
;

populated areas and in areas loSing papulaten-..°'The Congestion problem

of the American population can be largely related to looking at programs

,in isolation instead of loOking at total systems. For example, farina-

-19 -%
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price supports favoring large farmers and driving out the small farmers,

the awarding a defense contracts to 1prge industrial establishments, and

many other federal policied have contributed to the population concentra-

tion in urbanized areas.

The government has -thiee choices leafing to a more balanced distri.:

button of -pdpulationt

1. To keep population in.the'cquntryside and small towns,

gcniernmedt polici.,Should encourage the location of factor-

ies- in these areas, support labor intensive rather than
highly automated!arm" ing operations, and make government

invettmeetS'ip,zzipatifely- populated areas.
2.- *Goverament pold.eyl.should encrei:sge the economic growth of

middle- sized- catmunities (those vith a population of 254000

to 504000.... These co=nnities Would b& Scattered through=

out the:II; -$.4"-attracting new industries -and providing jobs

for people from the Surrounding rural areas- who Otherwise.

Would migrate to large cities. Many part-time farmers

could -werk in the factories 'ox, in busineSses, The Aovern-
.

meet would have to help thest communit*.es attract industries

b} building good transportatiiin and communication networks,

good schobls, and pleasant environments.

3. Government polidy should encourage thq. establishment_ of new

communities. New co=unities, tlikr supporters argue, Would
save money through efficient design and construction of
facilities, would improve the quality of life by. develop-,
ing an adequate sense of community-, and would maintain a

style of life that would provide open space, beauty, and
recreational opportunity: The only drawback-in establishing

new communities is that they could notsbe built fast enough
to absorb the migrant population. Also, -these new communities
would -attract many middle-Land upper-incoile families from
depressed areas, thus aggray.ating the economic and- social
problems of regions.;

These reco=ended policies are not mutually exclusive. With the

coopera.tion,of individuals, organizations, and governments on local,.

state, and federal levels, a pattern of population policy could be developed,

which woulji promote balanced economic growth.

-20-
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Classroom Ideas for Teachers

1. TO help students understand the diffetenbetWeen the

population prohUm Of the United States pnd that of under,-

developed areas, the elassMay be divi6a into two groups..

One group will prepare a ,display on the symptomsofthe

population problem in° "undetOeveloped areas° in terms of

mknutrition, ill health, high infant tortality,-and agri-

cultdral systems. The other group will prepare a display

on the symptoms of 'the population problemin,the U: S. in

terms of unequal di;tribution of popuIation;.urbanization;

air, water, and noise pollution; urban tensions; urban

2.

crime; and - desolated or deprebeed areas:

To help students become .aware of'the.multi-dimensional

nature of the population problem iii the U. S., a symposimm

may-be organized to present...the ecopcmistls_vieW4,the--
. -

political scientist's view; the sociologist's view, the.

anthropologist's view, and the Humanist's view of the

problem.

3. To help students make use of statistical measurements, the
_

class,may.eollect 4sta from theJlistorical_Statistied of

of the United States and from Environmental Quality: The

First Annual: Report Of the_Council on Environmental quality.

4. To help the class discover the sensitivity of the Community

pnimmigration policy,imigration. polity, and birth control'

paicy,_ the elassrlay-undertake an opinion research survey

among their own_ fariilieS and, friends to fin&outthe extent

to which -the community supports or opposes certain programs

and why. The class may act Out some of these positioni

and present them to the class in the form of a debate,

a. panel - discussion,, or apoliticatplatform.

5. lo'help students relate the population problem to their

own Community and to see- the population problem as it relates

to the social system, studentsMay,investigate how popu1a-
,

tion:Movements affect the city as a social system.
o

6. Teachers planning a-unit or course on population issues,

or'teachers seeking mediaTrogramson-population, should,

consult the April 1972 issue of Social Education, which

-21--
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.

is devoted to "Population-Education." It provides a compre-

hensive listing of materials and programs, including film

ENVIRONMENT AND BALANCED ECONOMIC GROWTH

One of the most significant social concerns of recent years is

people's concern for the environment. For the first time in history man's

Activities may be limited, not by scarcity of resources, food materials,

energy, or wealth, but by-the problem of-disposing of man's affluence. The

environment is made up of earth, watu, air, all living things, an&the

interaction of man's work. with the biosphere. Man's interaction may improve

or worsen, the biosphere.. The outcome depends upon man's attitude toward

nature and the stage. of science and technolzgy, Before the white man came

to this contine:#, the biosphere was largely undistdrbed, but changes in

the biosphere occurred continually: 1yriads of interactions take place

at every moment of the day as plants and animals respond to variations in

their-surroundings and to each other. Evolution produces for each species,

including tan, a genetic composition that enables it to adjust to changet'

. in its surroundings. It also establishes a hurt as to how fai the species

can adjust, to Changes, especially to sudden changes. The first settlers

on-this continent,,the-Indians, respected nature and lived as a functional

part of the biosphere as it existed. Besides, they had no scientific know-
;

hbw or tools to make radical-changes in their environment._

Thericame_the first white settlers. They cut the forests; they

opened up mines; they plowed up the grasslands; they used the earth, water,

and air as waste-ilisposall: and the many species, including man, could not

Make the adjustment to these suddenochanges. These sudden changes have

_taken the following forms: 1) Pollution materials accumulated where they

vete not vented. -The-white*mta assumed that the land, water, and air around

him would absorb his waste products. It is clear now that the white man

exceeded nature1s capacity to assimilate his wastes; 2) The white man misused

the land. The unlimited access to the mountains and plains transformed our

country into urban sprawls, into conctete'roads anti airstrips, and into

business,and industrial establishments, without any long-range planning or

concern for the biosphere; 3) Science and technology demanded more and more

energy,and materiels. Fulfilling those demands has changed our

landscape. Since the first White settlement on this continent white men
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have put the environment under greater and greater strain. The competitive

system wants to produce goods as- cheaply as possible; damage to-:.the environ-
.

ment does not matter. The white settlers placed much greater pribrity on

material well - being. -'than on the beauty and wholesomeness of the environ-

ment. Their preference has been reinforced by their ability to OXoduce

greater and better machines, by their ability to move anywhere, and by an

.

increasing population with increasing desire.

In 1864,- George P. Marsh wrote a book entitled: Man and Nat-re or

Physical Geography as Modified by Human Action. He wrote: "But, as we have

seen, man has reacted upon organized ,4and inorganic nature, and thereby modi-

fied, if not determined, the material structure of his earthly home. The

.measure of that reaction manifestly constitutes a very important element

in the appreciation of the relations betWeen mind and matter, as well as in

the discussion dfmany purely physical problems." (Marsh 1864, p, 13)

In 1878, Major John-Wesley Powell,'eTlorer, surveyor, and later the

first director of the U.S. Geological"Survey, presented a Report on the

Lands of the Arid Regions of the United States, in which he tried to dis-

courage the U. S. Government from settling the Great Plains by small farm-

ers. He warned the govefnment that 40 percent of the United States is arid

and that the annual rainfall in the arid regions is not enough to 'llstain.an

economy based on the-traditional farm land patterns of the humid regions.

Only a small Tart is irrigable, and cooperative labor and-capital are neces-

sary to develop irrigation.' (See: The Colorado River Region and John

Wesley_Powell, 1969.)

In 1908, Theodore Roosevelt' called together a conference of gayer-

mors on the conservation.of natural resources. The conference recognized'*

thelact that the_market economy is Clot- prepared to conserve our resources.

The need for public policy was recognized.

In 1930, the midwestern dust bowl demonstrated how nature responds

to human incursions. The calamity received nationwide attention. Major

Powell had been right fifty years before, when he said that the land laws

were not suited to the landsof the arid regions.

In 1954, the bomb test at Bikini dropped radioactive fallout on

Rongelap Atoll, therebyexposing the inhabitants, several U. S. servicemen,

and some Japanese fishermen to significant levels of radioactivity. Fish

in Japanese -markets were. discovered to contain fallout radioactivity.

'Rlibioactive dust fell into the ocean and the material was absorbed by small
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plants; the plants were in turn eaten by small animals; these were eaten

by large animals and eventually man was-exposet-to'thia-radioactivity.

In 1962, Rachel Carson, in Silent SEELag, described the impact of

chemical pesticides on the natural environment: She explained how DDT,

which is highly diffused in the water, is stored in large concentration in

-plants and animals and is harmful to their health and reproductive processes.'

Miss Carson's work on pesticides gave currency to what now has become a

household word: ecology. Ecology teaches that substances released into

the environment move in pathways or cycles and often return in highly con-

centrated form, peril- is to threaten man himself. These agents can affect
:

many species of plants and animals. If a poison kills many of the animals'

which regulate the populations of certain other species, these other species

may become new pests. At the same time the old pests may evolve new abili-

ties to survive the poltsons and then transmit them to-other beings. Ecolo-

gists discovered that nature is a vast:system in which everything relates to

everything else. These and other ecological principles add up to 'highly

complex view of the world, which, in the past decade, the informed public

has come to share-wi-th the ecologists.

How can society repair the past damages to the environment and pre-

vent new damages? The-U. S. Government and the state governments recently

passed impOrtant legislation related to water pollution, air pollution;

solid wastes, use of pesticides, and land use.

Private organizations and the Council on Environmental Quality are

doing research and developing plans for an effective, environmental control

policy. The studies of these organiiations and the Council. cover the follow-

ing areas:,

1. The Council btudies-ways in which the government. could

impose regulations on pdlluteri and enforce specific'stand-
,

ards.

2. The Council studies tax incentive programs to stimulate

the purchase of equipment with antipollution features.

. The Council studies the possibilities of putting. prices

on pollution. The government would assess costs of pollu-

tion to farmers, manufacturers, and It*Iticipalities that

cause pollution. These costs would then show up in the

price of the'product. The difficulty is the setting of a

price on pollution.
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4. the Council is'sponsoring research on methods that would

increase the capacity of the environment to absorb wastes

and make the disposal of wasteS. much cheaper.

5. SoMebrganizations feel that the best solution would be to

lower the rate of economic growth. Such a proposal assumes

that growth is the cause of environmental degradation." But
.?

degradationof the environment is not a necessary consequence

of economic expansion. Also, a decrease of the rate of

economic growth may. lead to unemployment.

6. Ihe U. S. Government; under the leadership of the U. S.

Department of Health, Education, and-Welfare, is searching

for new wayg to measure the well-being of man (see Toward a

Social_ Report,. 1969).: People are 'increasingly- aware that the

conventional measurement of the Gross - National Product-shows

only a very narrow aspect of human well- being. Since the

qdality of the environment, its improvement or deteriora-

tion, is not inclu 'aed in the GNP, it is possible that when

the'new measurements for well-being are developed they may

lead to the necessity of loWering the GNP to mndmize the'

-quality .of life. To pursue public,policies withsuchpbjec-

tives demands a profound change of value preferences of

the American people. 's

Classfooi.Ideas_for Teachers

1. The-Congressional heaiingS on the Environmental Quality

EducatioAct of 1970 are a dramatic expression otthe support

for "and. opposition:to' improving the-environment, 1,1any

_

witnesses with varied backgkounds appeared before Congress-

ional_cOMmittees. -Their arguments reflected-theirsbusiness-

br value commitments. During-the Opening morning of-the

'hearings .on the Environmental Quality-Education Act of 1970 on

March 24, Dr. Lamont Cole, an ecologist, Dr. JosephBittler, a

theologian, andlir. Robert Motherwell, an artist,-testified

in support of the EnvironMental Quality Education Act. Each

witness expressed his belief from his professional-and

philosophical point of view. Three students of the class

may read these testimonies. After reading the testimonies*
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a

the three students may pretend that they are the

three witnesses who present their arguments before'the

--cmgLesbiondlCciffini a ma a up o a group ofTh-tudents.

Following the presentations_ the committee will interro-

gate the witnesses. The rest of- the class will, vote for

or against the-Environmental Quality Education Act..

2. If s tudents want to do more elaborate-work, they may ask

three more witnesses to present their argumentsto the

committee. One Witnesspretends that he is John tury,

President of the Uniformed Sanitation Men.'s Association;

another is Joe Moore, Vice-President of Eastmoh Dillon

Union,-Securities Inc.; -and the other is John T. Conway,

of Consolidated Edison Company. of New York" City.

3. To help students understand-thatthe-enyironnental problem-

is an nngoing-concern, the class may be divided into five

committees. Each, committee may study-a contemporary.envi-

ronmental issue.

Committee I may report on the Santa Barbara oil

spill, Committee 2 on .the jet airport project near Ever:-

glades' National-Park,, Lthmittee 3 on the proposed pipeline

across the Alaska wilderness, eomnittee 4 on the blight .of

Lake Erie, and Committee 5 On an 'environmental issuein

the community,

Each report should cover the'history of the case and

the political'ot legal actions communities or the

government-has taken on the issue. Afteteach report the

class will discuss thejustification and effectiveness or

ineffectiveness of the actions taken.

4. To help students develop Political awareness of -the complex-

ity of enforcing the National Environmental Policy Act of

1969,'the class may be divided,in0 four committees. The

committees may use a Congressional hearing on The Administra-

tion of the National Environmental Policy At 40 tarry out

the following assignment::

Committee 1 may read the testimony of the represents-
_

tives of the Atomic Energy Commission, pp. 158-214. Com-

mittee 2 may read the testimony of the representatives of the
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Federal Power-Commission, pp. 215 -470. Committee 3 may

read the testimony of the represeat-ativ.es-otthe--U.S--

Department of.Defense, pp. 884-963. Committee 4 may read

the testimony of the representatives of the U. S. Depart-

ment
.

of Agriculture, ppo 963 -1006.

Members of the classroom committees may.dramatize

some of the heated arguments,between members of the

Congressional committees and fhe witnesses, by using the=

readings as if they werelilays.

EDUCATION

Education and the economic growth of this country are closely

related. Since the early days-of our nation,our%emphasis -on-universal eduL

, cation has enabled a large segment of our population to participate in

'building the country economically, politically.t and culturally, and to reap

the benefits of economic progress. In the 1969-70,school year sixty million

people Were enrolled in our Schools, from icindergarten to post-graduate

studies. The expenditure to assure education tor these 'huge numbers reached

$63 billion. In 1900 eleven percent of the youth,be6ieen the ages of 14

and 17 were enrolled* In 'high school. 1969'9'4 TerCent of our youth between

the ages of 14 and 17 were enrolled in.high:school.

Otit educational system is unparalleled. rt.11:4s grown in size and

,resources to the point where we have nearly universal,education through the

secondary schools. The reason for-the success-of our educational system has

been its ability to adapt its. structure and functions to the social changes

which occurred in- this -Between 1800.and'1850, our nation demand-a-

that our educational institutions teach the youth morality. so as to"Tramote
4

social order and democratic principles. As the population shifted from rural

areas to_the _cities-the-purpose-of _education- changed; urban and industrial-

society demanded order, punctuality,,and reliability.- Schools taught children
(

that reward is given for individual ability and-initiative. Children.were

taught to defer gratification and" to exercise severe instinctual represSion

in.order_to promote -both. their own good and the good of the ,society.

Around 1900, schools became training centers. for etilOyment. Industrial-

ization-made it impossible-for the homes, the shops, the neighborhood, and

the Church to continue their eda6ative roles. Preparation for career and

-127-
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ldfe became too compiicafied. The schools assumed the major responsibility

for meeting thenation's educational 14eds. The nUmberof years spent, in

school became a measure of educational achievement. Two years of high

school was considered necessary for white-collaremployment

the 1940s the nation' was hit by as skill-crisis. Economic develop-

ment demapded, incr asinglyspecialized Success became associated

with an advahced'degr e of :specialization.

After the Second\Woild, War, the American school system was put to

a-severe test: The cultural and technological change in our society had .1

become so rapid that-our-educational system could not.addPt itself

Because of their 'inability to' adjust to .these fast changes -the schod sys-

tems have been Vde heavy attack.

What are,the_chgbecihences-of this increasing gap between the fast-
,

chaniing Society and' our dddhational systeml-,

(a) Toddy the schools are no more the monopolists of informa-

tion on facts and values. Studentsig into the hlasSroom, thrOUgh

the mass media, so much information at such a faSt rate that the

school-system cannot cope with them.-

(b) Today, ydbthare depiived of direct experience. as h.soY3rce

of learning. Ihstead of learning skill6 on the "job they are learning

them-±VIhe schools. So youth ,today are passive bystanders in society.

for many more years than they were in the past. They feel that they

are outside the main-current of society.

(c) Society\is changing so Tapidly that skills and informa-

tion-that the schools teach become outmoded and traditional values

are challenged. Many studentd feel that the culture in which stu-

dents are trained' may not be the one in whihh the new generation

must live.

(d) Since the end of the Second World Warsociety and the edu-

cational system have been under the stress of social dislhcitions-

created, by science and technology.. The pOpulation has become increaS--

ingly concerned -with war, poverty, racial discrimination, urban

problems, alienation, and pollution. These changed in societylave

generated the_ fundamental question: Hover can schools adjust to. these

fast social'changes 'and what should the emphasi6 be in education for

the 1976s?

There are some-people who say thathe primary role of the

schOols, including universities, should be to search-for truth and to

-28-
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4

evaluate the culture of. their time- =that schools should search for

knowledge for its own sake.

Other people believe that schools should be'lfivolved in society's

problems. Schools should teach,studentS the skills and knowledge

they need to become better problem solvers in our society.

Still 'ether people .think that school's should hell) students to

acquire the skill of independent learning for life.

4: major source of young people's frustration is that schools

do not prepare theM for the feel world, that schools have isolated

them from ",life" by increasing the'number of years they spend in

school and thereby extending the period.of their dependence.

Young people feel that school should give them enough elbow

room to discover for-themselves and -to-enable them- to- feel that they

are a part of society.

These are some of the general problems our'educational system

is facing. In addition to these general problems there are some

specific ones.

One such specific problem ,is education of minorities. It

was discovered that removing. school segregation will not close the

gap between the educational achievement of the Minorities-and that of-
-

the dominating white group. To 'remove actual segregation poses

serious problems due to the segregated pattern, of hausing,. the-popu-

lation distribution, and, the transportation pattern, all of whiCh,

hinder the integration of minorities with. the dominant group.

Compensatory education has been recommended to-close the-

educational achievement gap between the minorities and the dominant

;group. But some of the present proposals'and practices are not Very,
. .

promising:

(1) Equalizing eduCational opportunities through the

improVement of physic's]. -facilities andstudent-teacher

ratio will .not equalize achievements.

(2) Decentralization 'of the schobI system -- giving increasing

responsibilities to the local communities in 'determining

the curriculum- -did not-bring the anticipated results.

(3) It ik proposed that junior Colleges should take over the

responsibilities of raising the minority students'

Pk-MP. This proposal, however, would turn linior
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colleges into remedial institutions instead of

their continuingas post- secondary education for

those wo do not desire to,finish four years of college.

.(4) Some colleges have open admission for students belong,-

ing tp minority'groups. This policy creates racism

in reverse, and can diScriminate against white students.

The, designers of compensatory must- take into considera-

tion that the life circumstances of the youngters have a powerful
,

Influence on how,Much they learn. If the life circumstances of the

students are not conducive to eduCational achieveMent, compengatory

education alone Wilk not solve the problem.

A second problem the educational institutions are facing is how

to Measure-educational achievementsSchools today-ar -increasingly

judged by 'their output.---Tools7to-measure---ed,ucationai output are-

difficult to construct. Great progress has beenmade in measuring

skills, but measuring attitudinal and behavioral 'areas is complicated.

The :U. S. Government<is urgibg special research to_ develop these

measurements. It would be helpful if each region could;assess

special conditions of its population and formulate prOgrads to move

the educational achievement of the population toward an equivalent

level with the rest of the country.

A third problem that our educatianal:sYstem faces is the high

cost, of education. Since most of the schoolsderive money from

local property taxes, the amount spent per student, varies greatly

in different.parts of the country. -

flaiv proposers- under consideration emphasize the need for the

U. S. Government tcshare the financial burden with the local tax-

payers. The educational system :is the single crucial institution

which can assure Citizens a happy life, shape our System wisely,

contribute to the economic growth of the nation, enable. citizens to

solve the problems created by economic growth, and assure a quality

of life for which there is an increasing desire.

Classroom Ideas for Teachers

The problem, of education offers curriculum builders the opportunity

to teach the following ideas:
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1. To help students understand the changing objectives of

education, a symposiut may be organized. The memberW,of,

the? symposium will discuss the following propositions:

a) The purpose of education is to teach our youth good

:Oral behavior.

I b) The purpose of education is,- to teach our. youth skills

necessary for a growing economy.

c) The 'purpose of education is to mike students aware of

their life styles and coordinate these life styles with their

future careers..

e) The purpose of education ii,to teach our youth about

the universand values for the sake of knowledge,

e) Tb.e ,purpose of education is to develop the problem -

solving. ability of our youth.

f) The purpose of education is to help students discover

the ideas that underlie their experiences and help them

discOver a-rationale underlying this seemingly chaotic wdrld:

.2. Ta help students discover the'importance of compensatory

education, the class may be divided' into three committees.

Compittee 1 will investigate Project Headstart, Committee

2 will investigate compensatory education in language arts,

and Committee 3 will investigate compensatory help rendered

by guidance counsellors. _

-------tadhComMittee should describe the scope of the pro-

ject and what students' and teachers' reactions are to the

-success-of-the program.

3. Students may invite a panel made up of the following people:

a high school dropout; a high school graduate in vocational

education; a-student attending junior college; a student,

attending a four-year college; and a student who is already

on the job. Each should discuss how happy.oy unhappy he is

withs the choice of his, career. Could he have made a better

choice if he had knoiinat the time he was in high-school

everything he knows now?

4. To help students understand the preoccupation of the President

of the United States with future educational needs, .a class-
.

room committee may put on tape "Message from the President
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of the United States on Educational Reform," Mardi 1, 1970.

Ong part of the committee may present the entire message on

tape,.while the vest of the committee forms a panel, giving

reactions to-the message.

BASIC N&TURAL SCIENCE

Knowledge about the physical and the social world is closely related

to economic growth and to the quality-of life of the American people. In

the United States, the, primary emphasis in scientific research was limited

for a long time-to inquiry into nature, with the idea that-theee discoveries

would-ultimately increase the physical well-being,of the Aperican people.

The government played an important role in promoting scientific research.

Just before and following World War II, funds supporting scientific research

reached the highest level in.American history. But sitie 'World:War II,

the allocation of funds for research hag been challenged. Science has been

subjected to inquiry-about its role and its relevance in terms of its

ability to solve Contemporary-problems: The validity of spending so much

money on science has been Challenged because:

1. Scientific research has been related-to the production. of deadly

weapons `and war.

2.. Science has been related to the expansion of our productive

capabilities with urban pollution as one result4 .

.3. The application of science has been related to the destruction

of our environment.
4

4. Much scientific knowledge,haS been related to- the satisfaction

of -scientists`- curiosity instead of -hnnun: progive46-.

For laymen to figure out the ultimate payoff of scientific research

is a difficult task. The history of scientific research hap shown that even

the most theoretical research work has potential f6r generating knowledge

that can lead ultimately to some practical application; therefore, it is

leading to- think of research that is oriented priMarily to scientific knowledge

as being in contrast with science that is undertaken for the sake of its

potentially ureful applications.

Scientific research can lead not only to economic groizth but also to

solutions for problems that have been craiiid by economic growth. Ihman,

animal,,and plant biology can contribute to the breeding-of better animals

and the growing of-bette plants, as well as to expanding knowledge pertinent
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to our environmental problems. Basic knowledge that might give.us new

synthetic fertilizers, detergints, and other materials alssLcan help us
.

solve our pollution 'problems. lief./ knowledge in neurophysiol,1ogy contrib-

utes not'only.to curing disease but-also to a better understanding of the

learning process ,and to improvement of education. Better knowledge of the

physics of the solar system, besides satisfying curiosity., can be relevant

to long-range weather forecasting. The question of how-much money should

be allocated to pure research and how much to applied research is not valid,

since even the purest-research has potentially significant, practical appli-'

cations.

Experience alto shows, that science seems to contribute most to human

understanding of the universe and to society when scientists are,governed

not by governmental edict but. by their own debisions. This means -nhat

projects are selected on the basis of their potential ,payoff in terms of

man's general knowledge. The knowledge that is acquired may or-may not have

the promise of immediate practical applications,..-but it is difficult to pre-
.

diet which seemingly idle scientific curiosity will lead to at discovery

relevant to human progress.

The DistoniCal Evolution of Scientific Research

The promotion of scientific research began with the birth of our

nation. Article I,-Section VIII of the Constitution empaTers the Congress

to promote the progress of science and the useful arts by securing for

limited times to authors-and inventors the exclusive right to their re-

spective writings and discoveries.. This Article of the Constitution emgha

sizes the usefulness of science and inventions, a commitment which reflect

the pragmatic philosophy,. an important component of the American culture.

This pragmatic philosophy-has gUided our public policies during the

two hundred years of our history. Thomas Jefferson supported Lewis and

Clark's expedition to theNorthwest Territory, and established a survey

of the coastal waters of the eastern seaboard. In 1846 the Smithsonian

Institute was chartered for the...purpose of increasing and diffusing know-

ledge among men. During the Civil War, Congress passed the Merrill Act,

which enabled the Federal Government to grant public lands for'the

establishment of educational institutions. In most of these'land-grant

colleges, the emphasis wee to be on the improveient of agricultural re-

search and technology. At about the same time, the National' Academy -of

Sctences was established,.

1

1.
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At the beginning of World War I, many scientific agencies were
established to promote defense-oriented scientific rNearch. Between
1920 and 1930, scientific research turned Etttention"to the support of

4 industrial development. `In 1930, the National Resources Flaw Ling Board was
established by the government.. It -emphasized science as an 'integral part of
national resource development.

In the 19408 scientific researchagain served the defense needs of
the country. ,During World Tar.XI, the development of atomic. energy 'and
the invention of jet propulsion were two of the most important areas in
which thousands of scientists and technicians were enlisted. Large public
funds were channeled to hundreds of projects, esta. Idshing an Impertant

4 e

relationship between science and goVprnment. Then, is 1957, -the launching
of Sputnik by the' Bevies Union gave added_stimulvs tolpublie suppew. of
scientific research.

When a'public policy promoting scientific research ii utility-oriented,

it is very unstable. The nature of the scientific research and the ar-ount
Which is spent on such research depends upon the .prioities society attachea
to. the project. In the 960s, government decided to cut the rate of funding "-
for many of the projects. Society started to challenge the promotion of
scientific research as a top national goal. This stu.I.Picion toward the public
policy of high priority to scientific research bad many reasons:
S 1. Opposition to the Vietnam War bac led to criticism' of the

scien5ific research which contributed to military technology.
2. Increasing" concern for the environment had created an opposi-.

tion to unregulated techniargical advancement. Technologi-cal
advancement etas related to bUsineas and business tobaste
research.

3. "I:nos/ledge bad been related to power and power to danger and
Irresponsibility. Laymen -have nightmares about the possible
consequences, of the irresponsible use of nuclear power or

the irresponsible manipula0.on of genes, A split had developed
in the country betwecn those who felt that scientific develop-
meat may lead to catastrOphe and those who believed that
scientific advancement by ita`elf is not dangerous.

4. Increasing knowledge bad been related to the rate of change.,
From World War II to the late 1960(4 science and technology

underwent rapid and sustal.ned growth. Figure 2 shows this
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FIGURE 2
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growing knowledge as indicated by the number of scientists

and engineers (A), the number of patents granted (B), and

the money spent on research and development (C). -Figure 3'

shows this through the number of scientific documents pub-

lished. Many leaders of our society express concern about

man's inability to absorb: all these* changes into the human

and social system. Technological development a nd faster

and faster social application in our country. (Figure )

AlyIn_Toffler describes the disorlentatio4 experienced by

people undergoing rapid technical and-soe41_ change..

(Toffler 1970) Lewis Mumford *and others propose a mora-

torium oar science so that the human race may have an-

.
opportunity to recover and reassess. (liumford 1963)

5. Millions of concerned citizens, largely youth, attack

scientists fot contributing -to th.ewrong missions and for

developing knowledge that may be put to Sociiiiy harmful

purposes. Youth is blaming science and technology 'for

dehumanizing and depersonalizing our culture. Thoughtful

young people say that the Very norms which promote objectivity

and detadhmefft in science, and the effective control of nature

through technical means, impoverish the human spirit and stifle
.

the spontaneity and creativity of people. For all these tea-

sons, science is -losing the 6upporE I;of society. The big prob-_

leek, is: Can the American people find a way to support the

contribution of science toward national goals with the full
.

awareness that such scientific enterprises may lead to the

erosion: of our culture?

The future of basic science in America depends on whether or not the

American people can be persuaded to renew their confidence in the value of

science for the social welfare and the security of the nation. it also

depends nupon the extent to which bright -young Americans can be persuaded

chat the,pursuit of science is in accord with their values.

There are two arguments for the support of basic sciences by the

government. The first argument is that science is part of 'culture arid

therefore a necessary component of advanced civilization. This view links

science with the human urge tocOmptehend and come to terms with the'uni-

verse, to which bright young Americans can be persuaded that the pursuit of

science is in accordance with their values.
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FIGURE 3
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It is supported 'by youth but is not persuasive with the general public.

The second argument is that science is an.impoqantcomponent of

economic grpwth. This argument views scientific education primarily as

the acquisition of skills and,,,the training of experts for the benefit of

Society. It is.very persuasive for many Americans, since it conforms

with our pragmatic philosophy. The big problem, however; Is how. to make
,

the public, primarily the young people, recognize the relationship between

basic scientific-research and the good life. Ond of the greatest, concerns

of our. government will be the development of a national science policy

that assures a balance between thc different areas of science and that

will have the intelligent support of society.

.Torassure the first objective, scientific research projects must
fi

be carefully evaluated not only by scientists who are directly involved

in the projects but by the scientific community at large. Any scientific

project, before its funding, should' be studied by: members of
,

the National Academy of Sciences and by the Aterican Association for the

Advancement of Science, or by other informal forums of the scientific

coMmunity. .0

To assure the second objective, it isvery important to improve

the channels of coMmUnicati9n-between scientific organizations and the

lay public so that tte nonscientific members of the society will be able

to cbMprehend the'shO4-run and long-run consequences of scientific re-
_

search. In this way, every-American can participate intelligently in

the formulation of a national science policy, a prerequisite for, balanced

economicgrowth.

-

Classroom ideas for Teachers

Basic natural science offers to curriculum. builders the opportunity

to teach the following Ideas:

1. To. help students understand the relation between. scientific

progress and society, the class may study the following

- problem: Can the ,American people find a way to support

scientific advancement with the full awareness that such

scientific progress may lead to the erosion of'our culture?

Several questions might be considered in relation to this problem.

How does scientific knowledge conflict with religious beliefs? Nhatis the
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- relation between technology and job obsolescence? Hodoes scientific

knowledge affect our cdWpetitive system? Huw does increased-emphasis on

scientific knowledge affect political participation, the family,-ethics,

and -religious beliefs?.. Is the solution to the.problem:. To stop the support.

of science? To support science but eliminate certain programs harmful to

national goals? To identify the national goals and reorganize the research

support progratt in lids with these goals?

2. To p students understand the historical evolution of
fi.

nati al science policy, students may be diVided into commit-,

tees, eachstudying-another episode of our history related

to the support of'scienceS, incltiding: the Constitutional

-Convention and its role in emphasizing the support of science;

thefounding-af-the Smithsonian Institute; the significance

of the Morrill Acct; the committees organized between 1914

and 1920 to support science; the role of the National 'ReSources

jaanning'Boardin the support of science;, the government's

role in the development of-atomic energy and jet propulsion

during-World Wer,II; the impact of Sputhik on public support

of science; current public attitude toward the support of

science.

J. To help students understand the potentisTities of basic

science, the class should study the annual report of the

National SCience Foundation to'gaih some impression of.the

many different areas the government is supporting in the

arena of,pure science. With the help of the science teacher,

class may explain.some of the supportive research areas

andthe possible practical appliCations for sodiety.'

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

The rapid advancemipt of technology in the United States has long

been considered the sole measurement of well=being. It was assumed that

Improved technology brings broader choices for the American people. It

was assumed that widening choices of the American-people means iiproVing/

welfare. The unqualified 'assumption that increasing technology means a

better life was recently challenged.

Society ±ndeed depends upon technology. An urban society cannot

live without it. Living in cities requires efficient,tkansportation-and

-40- ;
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-AL

communicationsystems. It-requires adequate housing systems. Living in

cities demands improved-Medical and health facilities. Underlying these

improvements is technology. In the past the application of science and

technology had a narrow guideline: the size of the profit. It was assumed

that high,profit,reflected consumer preferences. The higher the profit the

more the consumer wanted the commodity. Private welfare wag identified

with the public welfare.

This narrow attitude toward the use of technology changed. An

awareness developed that increasing technology may, have an unfavorable

impact upon the-environment. Technology not only offert more convenience

but can also unfavorably affect the quality of life. Technology can pol-

fute air and water. Technology also causes people to move to the cities

with resulting crowded living cbnditions. The crowding may create ten--

sions between individuals and groups with resultfng unhappiness and vio-

lence.. So, people begin to judge critically the social impact of tech-

nology and to hope that the undesirable` effects of technology can be mini-

mized'or even eliminated.

Society's increasing awareness of the undesirable effects.of tech-

nology is reflected in the contrast between two laws, both of which recog-

nize the need for economic,growth. The Employment Act of 1946 states:

"It is the responsibility of-the federal government to use all practical

Meana...to promote maximizing employment production and purchasing power."

Twenty-three years later, the National Environmental Policy` ct of 1969

recognized the importance of industrial expansion, resource exploitation,

and expanding technological advances, but it also recognized the impor-

tance of restoring and maintaining environmental quality for the overall

welfare and development of man.
1

. On the basis of these two contrasting policy declarations, the

Congress has taken the position that our society wishes not colily,-to con-
,

.tinue to expand its productive capacity but also to apply our technical

prowess .in_ hay with social and environmental quality goals, that is,

to pursue a policy of balanced growth. This concentrated effort must be

directed-to-anticipate,, those institutional ,changes that may be brought

about by changing technology and to evaluate their favorable and unfav-
.

orable coftsequences.

The anticipation of social problems-due to changing technology

. becomes increasingly urgent fpr the following reasons:

-41-;
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1. Technology is becoming more complicqed.

2. The increasing complekity of new technology makes it

increasingly difficult to predict the,scope of institu-

tional changes.

3. The increasing und4standing of the biological, ecolOgical,

and'social world increases our awareness of, the drafatic

consequences of the expanding technolOgy.

The urgent need to assess the impact of technology upon society was

recognized for a long time, but the attention was,directed to isolated

cases. Mining disasters and boiler explosions,'fOr instance, created.a

deband_for.Lpubiid_policies to_prevent such accidents.

In June 1937 a report was presented-to President Franklin Roosevelt

which urged a national policy of social planning that would enable'the gov-

ernment to size up the possible dislocations caused by future technology

and to dosomething about thetoroblems created by the-dislocations. The

report said:, ,"The-important-general-conclusion to be drawh from these

studies is theecontinuing growth'of the already high and rapidly developing

technology in the social structureof thee nation, and hence the hazard' of

any planning that does not take this fact into consideration."

In early 1963-the U. S. Congress established a special committee to

investigate the numerous government-sponsored research programs. The com-

mittee repert*conclnded that the most significant weakness of the govern-

ment's research andidevelop ent program was its inability to consider the

aggregate impact of the pro rams upon national life. As art outgrowth of

this report, the various governient agencies became increasingly aware of

the need to relate their particular-work insciende and technology to the

social system at large. The Atomic Energy Commission,. the Food and Drug

Commission, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and'other

agencies try to relate their particular missions to the present and future- -

life of the nation. Important publications emerge-ffdia these efforts.

The U. S. Department of Health, 'Education, and Welfare issued an important

report on social indicators. In this volume, a group of social scientists'

collected a set Of varied statistical measurements as potential tools to

measure social welfare.
.`

In October 1966 the Science and Astronautics Committee of the louse
-

of Representatives published a trail-blazing report. The committee called

for establishment of a Technology Assessment Board for "keeping tabs on the

potential dangers, as well as the benefits inherent in new technology and
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simultaneously-informing the public of-the nature of them." This committee

_ attempted to.establish a procedure-which would enable the goverfiment to

assess the economic, political, 'sociological, and cultural impact *of techno-

logical projects. This assessment will help thermembefs of the U,.S. Con-

gress and, the American people to weigh the favorable and unfavorable effects

of a project and to enable them to make intelliLent political decisions for

the support or opposition of the project. the Chairman of the Science,

Research, ana-Developtent Subnotmittee of the House Science and Astronautics

Committee said_ on July ,3, 1967 "...our goal is a legislative capability for

policy determination in applied science and technologyvhich will be antici-
it

patory and adaptive rather, than reactionary and symptomatic." Today, tech-

nological assessment becomes increasingly anew part of private and public

practice. Some industries are spending increasing amounts not only on pro-

ductdevelopmentbut also on studying the effects a new product may have on
,0

the health of the people and the physical environment.

Technological assessment also becomes increasingly a part of the

thinking of the American people. Public reaction to the SST boom, some

drugs, and to DDT had a considerable impadt upon public policies. Urban

planners took into serious consideration the public's negative reactions to

urban renewal, the construction of highways; and the construction Of indus-

trial plants which to the public's eyes represented threats to the environ-

ment. A major governmental action that incorporated technological assessment %

in public policy was reflected in the National Environmental Policy Act of

1569. The Act declared that every governmental project that has the possi-

bility of affecting environment must be carefully studied before it is

approved. The purpose of this late is to ensure a more rational basis for

introducing new- technology and evaluating existing technology.

Technological Assessment as,a guide to public policy must be applied

carefully Once it may have unfavorable consequences:

1. If technological assessment isapplied very rigorously,

public policy may retard economic growth.

2. Public policy may stop the marketing ofproducts of which

the social benefits far outweigh the possible social costs.

3. Due to the lack of social measurements, emotionalism may

guide public policies and the assessment system may be

guided in.an unplanned, uncoordinated fashion.
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Our nation is far away from the establishment of ,a scientifically

rigorous Eechnological assessment. We just do not have the scientific

know-how to measure and pre ict the good and, bad effects of technology.

But the present policies, as they have been formulated by private and pub-
..

lic sectors, attempt to relate technology to the test of the social system.

The first giant step has been mat e in the right direction.

Classroom Ides for Teachers " %:,

1. To make students aware of how difficult it is to make a
.

choice between economic rowth and the preservation of the

environment, students sho ld'pretend that they are members

of an executive branch of he government empowered to con

trol the quality of the environment. !The issue before them

is to decide whether they should give permission to public

utility companies to build power-generating plants in the

'coal-abundant areas of northwestern New Mexico. The power

plants would use the coal mined in this region. The plants

would sell electricity in the Four Corners.states and in

California.' The class should weigh the good and bad effects

of such a.pregram and make a decision on the economic and

social development of the region.

2. The teacher should make a transkrency on "The Speed for

Introducing:Technological Development into Social Use."

(Figure 5) With the transparency projected on the screen,

the class may discuss the following questions:

(a) What is the historical trend of incorporating

technological 4evelopment into our economy?

(b) What could be the reasons for the increasing

speed of making "practical" use of technology?

(c) How does this_ increasing speed of using scien-

tific development affect economic growth?

3. To make students aware of the increasing concern of society

for the quality of life, the class should be assigned to

report legularlyon environmental issues reported through

the mass media. The student may elaborate on the economic,

political, cultural, and legal aspects of the environmental

issue.
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CONSUMERISM

One `of, the most it:Portant outcomek of economic growth is the widen-
,

ing choice for the consumer of durable and nondurable goods and services.

With the increasing choices for the consumer a social problem has been cre-

ated. The consumer is more and more bewildered_ because he feels less and

less capable of making intelligent chbices among-the increasing multitudes

of goods and services. Our economic system prides itself odthe sovereign-

of the consumer. I is assiimed that the consumer isjfiee to make

choices and make t em intelligently; however, as our economy has grOwn4

government has become aware that the consumer has to be protected, because
.

the marketing skill and.the power of American businesses Ieave-the consbmer

helpless in taking.wise choices.

As early as 1870, legislation-tried to protect the consumer against

-dishonest businessmen. But the courts took a strict "hendsOff" policy

toward private contracts no matter how unfair oroppressive.they were.

The -basic postulate of the court was, "Let the buyer beware." .This atti-

k
tude started to change with the Sherman Anti=Trust Act of 189Q, and then

the Clayton Act in 1914. Both,Acts declared it illegal for business to

coerce the general public. The Food-and Drug Act of 1906, the Federal Trade 0

Commission.Act of 1914, and the Federal Power Commission, Act of 1920 came

about because .trade unions, journalists, and the executive, bench of the

government demanded that Congress act against businesses that wanted to

cheat or misguide consumers by selling them dangerous products especially

through false and misleading practices. Between-1910 and 1920, Journalists

and novelists attacked bupiness for unscrupu3- ;itraetices which ,biought the

plight.of the consumer to theforeground. The protests of the writers

talked not Only about the misguided membeta of the. middle and upper classes

but also talked about the millions of poorpeople:who were exploited by

stores and landlords. In the 1920s, in addition to more dc'n fOr con=

sumer protection, consumer eaucation was emphasized. Books were written

an how to.use income wisely. People were eager to examine critically the

issues of product differentiation, unwise spending, and misleading adver-

tising. The court Changed'its attitude also. Now the courts ruled asainst

powerful industries. 'The stand Changed from "IiKthe buyer beware" to the

principle of "Let the.teller beware."'

In the National Recovery Act of 1933 the interest of the consumer was

. lr
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recognized for- the fit time. it 1935, ConsuMers formed 'consumers' unions

which fought for recognitiotrof_common consumers' interests throughout

the years of World War II. This new demand for recognizing the consumer- s'

.interest as a social problem gave a new dimension to Consumerism. (Consumer

interest now demanded not spbra4ic legislation but a recognition that the

consumer is just as much a part of 'the social system as any other segment

'-of society.)

On March 15, 1962, _President John P. Kennedy sent to Congress a

__spe_ciai-message-cOneerning-pret-eetio!r2of=--consumers4-interests. his--centr

thesis was that are the only, important group in the economy who

are not effedtively organited, whose views ate often not heard." - Special

'Councils have-been formed-tO proteCt the consumers' interests. Special,
.

assistants te. the President for consumer affairs have appeared in recent

years Educational, programs-have been promoted for all grades in the public

schools. The special assistant to 'the. President for-consumer affairs has

been authorized to deal directly with consumers' complaints.

On October'30, 1969, President Nixon offered a buyers''bill of tights:

,"I believe that the buyer in America today has the_right to make an intelli-

gent choice-among products and services. The buyer has the right to accurate

information on which to take his free choice. The buyer has the right -to

expect that his' health and safety are taken into. account by .:these who seek

his paronaite The buyer has the right to register his dissatisfaction and

have his Complaint heard and weighed, when his interests are badly served."

What were the reasons for the development of these new policy trends?

In the late 19th and 20th centuries- the problem'as Scarcity, Choices among

consumer goods were limited. Most of the goods and services were produced,

to satisfy the basic needs for food, clothing, and shelter% The goods were

simply produced and because of -the limited production, consumers could

make rational d ecisions. Consumer protection is limited to'action against

monopolistic practices, against dangerous products, and against false and

misleadingrbusiness practices.
.

Technology grew and with it the size of business and. -the capacity

to produce a broad range of goods in large amounts. One would assume that

with increasing choices,, the consumer wOuld be happier. But this was not

the case. ConsumerS -demanded protection agaimst the flood_ of neir products.

Consumers argue-today that the expanding economy has narrowed consumer

sovereignty. Bete are some consumers' arguments:
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1. Many goods are so technically complex tha iterinsamers cannot

judge the quality.

These technicallicomplex_goo4a cannot 'be repaired, and 'the

consumers are compelled_to.buy new goods instead of repair-

Leg the old ones.

3. Many of the new goods, produced from chit:deals or by the

-* use-ofchemicals, are haiarda to heath.

4. Many-goods toddy do not satisfy basic needs; rather duff
--appeal-to-the-satisfaction-ofTeycholegical:leeds-.geterated

by advertising.

S. _Briny of the consumer goods which are sold- as distinctly

different are-relatively undifferentiated items, and consumers

are induced to buy theseimereIxto increase sales.

6. The economy is deminated by a few hundred giant coiporatious

whiChShapn the future of the entire socitty and are not

. responsive to the needs_ofthe consumer.

7. Many products are packaged and sold without-any attention

to the. personal need-of therindividual.

B. Business, through advertising and changing style and fashient

has' escalated the obsolescence of goods.

9; Because of Increasing complexity and greater variety of

goods, coadumerat ability to evaluate purchased goods is

-almost impassible.

The qagationis, then: Nrhat can be done to enable eonsum=s to take

pill advantage of economic growth bY enabling them to make rational choices?

The aolution rests with individuals, businesses and gover=ent:

1. Consumers moat receive tore and better education so that

thS, can hake better choices. Consumers must build effective

organizations to represeat their interests through infor,,,

educatiop, and legal procedures.

2. Busincus must develop copes VIM acknowledge business

.reavonaibility to protect the health and safety of cons=ers,

impievequality standards, simplify warranties, improve

repair and servicing quality, self-police fiend and decep-

tion, improve inforMation, provid2 it to the consfiera,make

round value comparisons, and provide_effeittve channels tor

consumer complaints. -
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3,- Government must establish :gadd-expan4 the power of the Office

of Consoler Affairs, which will set standards for business.

At the same tine, the government nest exercise its reponsim

bility to the ansumeein a way that 1411 preserve a favor-

able busine enVironment. If an undesirable practice is

prohibited, everyone musi obey. OtherWi_e the fair and honest

business practices willbe penalized and dishonest iraiticei

rewarded. Just as natitinstooperate to set lassie standards

of time, temperature, mass, and length, so can the nation

and-pqions together establish standards for scientific,

industria, and cot=rcial activities. The establishment

of such standards bay result in fewer choices for the ma-,

suer in -terms of conventional goods, but a proper public

policy pay be able to offset these losses ,with a higblv

quality of life.

Classroom Ides for Teachers

1. To Increase students' awareness of the role of the coosUler

inthe American economy, students tight study the table on

GrossVational Product, I9.0-75. (Figure 6) The class

discuss the following questiohse.

(a) Is it important that consumers buy, more and tore
to increase the Orto satisfy their increasing

private needs?

(b) mat ore the new frontiers of private reeds?

(Raise income of poverty- stricken fatilies or

stimulate new needs. of those who already. have

"everything.")
(e) What -axe the new frrintiers of pellic needs?

(d) Studying the chart, do you conclude that we have

all-, resourceswe'need to satisfy private or

public needs, or do wehave-to ration our

resources in sedh a, Jay r..5 to assure «a.X1=in
satisfaction?
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2. To help students understand the history of consumer pro--------

tection, the e-clase might read carefully the chapter -on

-consumerism in the PreSidential report.

3. To help students understand the present inipOrtant movements

`'i- ,consumed, the class will be- divided into two groups.

The first group will study the.history of the Oonsumer

Union and fhe publicatiOna"of the union. They-will discuss

bow-the,efforts of this organiiation contribute to the

protection of the consumer. -The second ,group will ifivesti-
,

gate Ir. Ralph Uader's work and the objectives of his organi-

zation. They nay write te,The Center for Study of Responsive

Laws Vashington, D.C.'for testimonies Ralph Nader and his

staff have given before the various Congressional committees

concerned with the consumer.
%

4. To help students'understand the changing trend of the manufac-

turers' attitudd toward the narket and customers, two

quotations nay= be presented.

(a) Henry Ford said in 1922, : "We cannez conceive

how to serve -the consumer unless' we make for

him something that, as far as-we can provide,-

will last forever. It does not please us to have

a buyer's car year out or become obsolete. We

want the man who buys one of our products never

to have to buy anothe. Ve never make an improve-
,

mat that renders any preVlous mode]. obsolete.

The parts of a specific model are not only ibter-
changeable with similar parts-en all other cars pf

that model, but they are interchangeable with'

sini/ar parts on all the 'cars that we have turned

out." .

(b) Agred P, Sloan, Jr., Chairman of the Board of

Directors of General Ebtors, said in 1932, "We

cannot reasonably expect to continue to make

the same thinge-over\and over. The simplest way

to assure safe production is to keep changing the

product the market tOrnewthings is indefinitely

elastic. One of the fundamental purposes of
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research is to foster a healthy dissatisfaction.

The 'laws' of the Paris dress makers have come to

be a faCtor in the automobile industry and woe

to the coMpany which ignores theta."

ECONOMIC CHOICE AND BALANCED GROWTH

He have talked about issues and 'problems tnat affect economic growth.

We have discovered that every specific'areads related to the entire social

system.

The desire fok a more even distribution of the_populationwill demand

different policies for transportation and housing. The promotion of a new

onsumer awareness mil' require a reallocation of many resources, which

'today make 'little or no contribution to social welfare. The promotion of the

areas aiadussed by the Presidents' Reportpwill have abroad impact upon_

the choices of the individual, upon the choices of groups, and upon die

quality of life.

Quality of life is a new goal of our bo9lety. People in the United

States are becoming increasingly aware that possessing more does not necessari-

ly _ .au a happier life, that wealth does not necessarily bring-Agood life.

Er. Nixon said that never has a nation seemed to have had more and eijoyed

it less. That does not mean that the people of r.11 -United States would

became happier if we would cut the rate of eeonomid growth. Private and

public seftors have increasing claims on theGross Uational Product. The

GNP has to be increased fast to keep upvith'these increasing claims.

(Figure 7)
s'r

Economic growth is, necessary to raise the standard of living, to

providegoods-and services,, to provide a way to reduce the incidence of

poverty, and-to raise the income of the)minerity groups. Besides this,

economic growth. is necessAry to widen the scope of individual choices in

terms of amenities, so that people an enjoy art and so that society will hie

.able to undertake cord'humanitarian program.. The problem now is; Bow

can we continue to have a growing economy and at the sacetice'have a

healthy and beautiful environment?.

There is a-large segment of the-American people who have bean

deprived of.a healthY envir!neent becadse they are poor. So, resources have

to*be directed to eliminate povertys.and Improve the living conditions of

the poor. Poverty has been accepted -inn our country as a societal concern.

4
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Poverty hurts the individual since it brings with it poor education, poor

health, little opportunity for advanceMent, and discriminatory treatment

by the rest of the society. Poverty bad for the nation. The talents of

unemployed and underemployed-axe not fully utilized, so th_ tannery is

poorer as a result of the goods and services not produced. Taking care of

the poor means colts to the society. Also, poverty may lead to the aliens-
.

tion of the poor froth the rest of society, and to political pol- '27 ion.

Who are the poor? There are two ways to measure poverty. ale first

',way is to define a poverty line.,. Everyone who falls below- this line is

considered poor. Using this criterion, every urban family of four, is con!:

sidered,poOr Whose income is-0,600 per year or less. The other way to

measure poverty is to measure people's share of the national income. Accord-

ing to this criterion, the 20 percent of America's households with the lOw-
%

est income are considered pooi. *Since.World War II, the share of the'llational

income for the lowest 20 percent remained about the same. But if poverty

is measured by thd poverty line of $3,600, the number of families in poverty

has declined substantially. According.. to this second criterion, $10 billion

would be needed to bring the country's poor families above the poverty line.

Various remedies are offered to solve the problem of poverty. One

remedy is the assurance of a fully employed economy and high productiiity.

Other recommended remedies are guaranteed income for every imerioan family

and guaranteed employment in the private and public sectors. If private

business cannot absorb all those who are looking for jobs, the government

should become the employer of last resort. In the long run, poverty can be

eliminated only through bet -ter education, and through providing better liv-

ing conditions that would at sure the poor family-proper physical, and mental

health.

One important way to .improve the physical andriental health of

families is the improvement of housing in the U. S, x We have in our country

today silt million substandaa and two million dilapidated housing units. They

are located in old and decaying.urban'teighborhoods and in rural packets

having little or no economic base. The solution of the housing problem_can

be approached from the demand or from the supply side.

To strengthen the demand for houses, low-income families must be-

given, income subsidies which would enable them to rent or buy' decent places

to lie. The minimum income would be such a solution. Public housing is

another attempted solution. Offering loans to builders at low interesttrates
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would enable homeowners to -sell or rent housing units-below the present

market level.

-To strengthen the supply; government policy must encourage increas-

ing productivity by subsidizing construction research, by discouraging

-'restrictive building codes and work rules, by'changing zoning laws,, and

by widening mortgage guarantees.,

The Housing Act of 1949 and the housing and Urban Development Act of

1968 both identified quantitative and qualitative goals for the government.

The 1949 HoUsing Act eslablished the goaloof a decent home for every American

family.' The 1968 Housing and Urban Development Act added the quantitative

goals of 26 million housing units for the years 1969-1978 andsix million

housing units for low- and moderate-income families. To achieve such a-goal;

there are two alternatives-Open to the American people. or to the government,

The first alternative is Wacceleraitt:economic growt.h. This may add to

urban problems and to the problems of the' enviroapent. The other alternative

is to accelerate economic growth. Thin hay add to urban problems and to

the problems of the environMent. The other alternatille is to reallocate

resources from one areaof economic activity to another. To make a proper

choice and a political decision satisfactory to all interests is a complicated

-task.

We statel'at the very beginning that our social system, since the days

of our early hi4tory, was a goal - oriented system. The foremost thing the

writers of our Constitution had on their minds was to found dnation and

establish a political climate favorable to economic growth. Immigration,

western expansion, and public education have been promoted to achieve a higher

standard of, living for the American people. The goals which have been

established and reappraised throughout our history have been isolated

goals. The nation has not given enough attention td the impact of any one

program upon the other areas of humadlife. We were proud of --our laadiies,

and the billowing smoke from the factories' chimney was a symbol of progreas4

Suddenly we became aware of the consequences of these narrow and isolated

goals,. The successes created problems. The expanding industry created

air'pollution and water pollution. EXpanding mining resulted in erosion.

The increasing convenience of, automobile transportation resulted in the

building of more and more highways and covering ,the green landscape with

concrete. Our success is building big citiewbrought forthcongestion.on an

Unprecedented scale and this affected people's physical and mental health.
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Our society has rejected the isolated programs. Society toddy

wants to have scientific and technological progress. Society also wants'

to have the institutions which serve these goals be the servants to human

values and human qualities.

Young people think that a new."humanism" is on the horizon, and that

our institutions will become more -responsive and more effective in their

service_to man. Many important adjustments must be made to put our social

system on the right course leading to the new age of humanism. '

First, the individual,must be ready to sacrifice personal choices,

so that, with the resources saved, the broader, humanistic goals can be

promoted.

Second, society must learn how to use the expanding knowledge not

for destruction and harm to man but for the benefit of man.

Ihird, society must allocate more of its resources to predicting

future trends so 'that man can anticipate events instead of adJusting to

unexpected events. -

Fourth, society must develop the wisdom to change our institutions

in such a way that_these institutions will facilitate the growth of knowledge

within the framework of our newly evolving humanistic values.

Fifth, than has to'learn how to live in a society where quickly expand -

ing knowledge and communication will put increasing pressure on our culture

to change at a faster and faster'rate.

Finally, the members of the society have to increase their participee-

tion in public dialogues, since the people and the government are the ones

'4110 must decide what kind of country they want. The more the individual

.participates in such dialogues the greater will be the assurance that the

social system of the future will reflect the dreams and the ambitions of the

American people.

Classroom Ideas for Teachers

I. To help students understand the importance of looking ahead

for technological change, the class may investigate the impact

of these developments on the quality of life: new communi-

catian, weather modification, ocean research, biological

research, and other recent.scientific developments. As a

takeoff for research the committees may use the statements

of the National Goals Research Staff published in Toward Bal-

anced Growth: Quantity with Quality, pp. 213-P5.
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2. To:heip students acquaint themselves with the U. S.

Department of Labor publiCations, the class may read

"The U. S. Economy_in 1980" (a summary of Bureau of

Labor Statistics Projections--Bulletin 1673, U. S..

Department of Labor).

3. To help students * nderstand that value preferences play

a significant role in establishing national priorities,

students should act out the following:

,
The Federal Government's income-for the next year

will be $250 billion. The government needs direction

from the citizens in order to establish priorities.

Class members are to be divided into six groups:

farmers from the Midwest, banking and business interests

of the East Coast, mayors of big cities, senior citizens,

Blacks, and educators.

Each of the above groups should identify ten priori
,

ties, ranked in order of importance, for the allocation

of National revenue. Discussi6n can then take place on

reasons underlying each group's different-list. The

activity can conclude with the entire class deciding

upon a 'compromised" list from the' six groups.

4. To help students, better understand the actual national

priorities for fiscal year'.1969, the teacher should con-

sult the publication Changing National Priorities (Hear-

ings before the Subcommittee on Economy in Government

of the Joint Economic Committee: Congress of the United

States, 91st Congress, 2nd Session, June, 1970, Fart 1.

In that report the teacher will find a statement by Mr.,

Murray L. Weidenbaum, Assistant Secretary of the Treas-
,

ury for Economic Policy (pp. 40-75). In his statement

Mr. Weidenbaum presented a list of the top fourteen pri-

iorities of the U. S. Government ranked in order of the

amount spent on each in 1969 in direct Outlays. Those

fourteen are:
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1. National Defense
2. Income Security
3. Interest
4. Health
5. Commeice and Transportation
6. Veterans
7. Education and Manpower
8. Agriculture
9. Space

10. International Relations
11. General Government
12. Natural Resources
13. Housing
14. Aid to States

The teacher should reproduce the above list on the black,

board in a random orderstating to the class that the above

represents the national priority list for 1969.

The class will reconstruct the list of fourteen in terms

of their own priorities and- place them on the board. At

that time the teacher will reveal the "correct" list of

national priorities. Class discussion may-then follow

on the reasons underlying the discrepancies between the

official list and the student lists.
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